
Thank you for purchasing 
a handmade toy!

Assembly time
30-40 mins

Difficulty level
Basic

ASSEMBLY TUTORIAL

Wooden Children 
Bookshelf / Toys shelf 

Please make sure you have the 
following pieces:

Before 
starting

You will need an electric or manual 
screwdriver.

Note: The slats will go marked so you can 
locate their correct spot on the side boards

2 side boards
3 shelves
Wooden caps
Screws

Remove all wrapping material before you start to assemble.

 Sorting your pieces will make assembly easier.

Do not tighten all screws until completely assembled and 
make sure to screw the pieces at a low speed to avoid them 
from cracking.



Start by partially inserting the screws for the bottom slat in one side board, 
leaving the tips barely protruding on the other side.

Align the slat letting the screw tips guide you. You may rest the slat on the 
floor and place the side board on a stool or chair to screw the slat into the 
board more easily. *Do not tighten in full yet, only until fully assembled.

Another way to successfully align the slats is by using a toothpick or alike 
tool before screwing it into the side board.



Flip everything and place the second side board on top. Remember to 
use a toothpick to align the slats before screwing them into the side 
board.

Continue with the rest of the slats on that side, partially inserting the screws 
as done with the first one or using your toothpick as guiding tool.
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Add a small drop of wood glue to the wooden caps and insert them into 
place to cover the screwheads.

Screw all boards without tightening in full. Once completed, return the piece 
of furniture to its standing position and when you verify everything is aligned 
and grounded, tighten all screws in full.5



You did it!
Enjoy your new Wooden 
Children Bookshelf / 
Toys shelf!
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